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themselves. We take a look at some of the available options you can use to produce printed
products in the privacy of your own home for
gobs of money ... or for free.

Nintendo continues its billion-dollar training
franchise with new features and upgrades to the
Pokémon you know and love. Are Black and White
good enough to warrant picking up the sequels?
We let you know in our Ready, Set, Begin review.

Back in the old days ...

Just what happened at video game’s glitziest
event before the days of media only? Some of
the industry’s biggest announcements were
made at the Electronic Entertainment Expo of
yore.
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A new column from editor-in-chief Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
highlights her experiences with anime and breaks down her
favorite series ever. Think you’re a newbie when it comes
to the animated goodies that spring forth from Japan? You
haven’t seen anything yet.

34 torture of the quarter

Race and politics make an interesting mix this quarter as
Brandon Beatty, one of GI’s resident manga junkies, returns to
the tale of Eagle with volume 2. Find out how the election is going and what Beatty thinks of the twist and turns of an AsianAmerican candidate traversing the road to the presidency.

You ever played a game so bad that it nearly turned you on
to illicit narcotics and alcohol? You haven’t, you say? Well,
we’ve got a game for you. It’s called NARC, and it is quite
possibly the worst game ever made. For just the cost of your
gaming soul, you can experience the travesty, too.
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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:
1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess from
start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all areas.
2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics
work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in some
areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work and it’s a
decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come back to the
game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great game
worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all
work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming experience.
5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once to
experience what it has to offer.

staff

editorial
E3 2012 was not a show for the ages

I

have one word that I can use to
describe E3 2012: Underwhelming.
Can we say lackluster big three?
Microsoft, Sony and Nintendo did
absolutely nothing during their
time to shine to draw me in. This year
was one of the most boring and passworthy E3s in recent memory. So, how
did they fail?

and buy one,” if
I didn’t already
have one.

Microsoft: I’ve said it before and I’ll
say it again: I don’t really care about
Halo. But, I realize it’s a breadwinner for
the house that Bill Gates thoughtcreated,
so I let it slide. And it seems like each
year the reliance on Master Chief to save
the day grows. This year was no exception. I mean, they get rid of Bungie ― or
more like the other way around ― and
there’s still some form of Halo dominating. But in Microsoft’s favor, there were
other things such as Forza Horizon and
the Smart Glass technology. Kinect was
really nowhere to be seen and that’s a
good thing since for the past two years
it’s been shoved in my face constantly
during the conference. But, really, there
wasn’t anything that would have made
me stand up and say “I don’t have a
Xbox 360. Now’s the time to run out

Sony: Unlike
its predecessor,
the focus was on
games and not
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley on much else. Of
you had
CRY OF WAR course,
the requisite Vita
push and the exclusives push that Sony does every year.
But other than that, there wasn’t much
to behold. I really felt like there was way
too much time spent on the Wonderbook
portion of the presentation, though it
does look interesting. Games that jumped
out as exclusives were The Last of Us,
Beyond: Two Souls and God of War:
Ascension. The three, two of which that
feature actress Ellen Page, literally made
me sit up and take notice of the graphical
capabilities coming out of Camp Sony.
Those will be money makers, easily.
Nintendo: Alas, we get to the gaming originator. This was not Nintendo’s
year. First of all, don’t start out strong
and then tear down your hard-fought

bond with the audience by not showing
me anything worth anything. Case in
point: Nintendo starts out with Shigeru
Miyamoto, who’s always good for some
cheap pops and getting a conference
rolling. But as soon as Miyamoto left the
stage, everything went downhill from
there. I wasn’t feeling Reggie this year,
the games shown weren’t a reason to run
out and buy a Wii U, and speaking of the
new system, do you think we could have
at least gotten a price point or some kind
of concrete release date? Something?
Anything? And then just like that, after
a really strange push for the simulated
Nintendo theme park, the conference
was over. It literally was over 20 minutes
ahead of schedule. So much for building
that Wii U momentum that was needed.
Let’s hope that next year, with the
possible reveal of new tech from Microsoft and Sony, that there’s more to see,
behold and be amazed about at E3.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is the editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

The soul still burns: SoulCalibur is auditory perfection

W

hen SoulCalibur hit
the Dreamcast scene,
it revolutionized the
way home console
graphics were perceived. It also
set a new standard for the way
a fighting game should sound.
It wasn’t until its re-release for
Xbox Live Arcade that I enjoyed
the audio perfection that is one
of Namco Sound’s greatest
achievements.

TRACKS TO LISTEN
OUT FOR
n The Stage of History: The character select screen theme is a great
way to get into the sword fighter.
The drums pull you into the
dilemma of whom to pick from
the roster of memorable characters, and the epic horns signal the
dawn of a new era as you start
editorial

Xianghua to a science.

Lyndsey Hicks Mosley

BEAT.TRIP.GAME
your journey to find the cursed
weapon and Nightmare.
n Bloom and Harvest: Xianghua’s theme is reminiscent of
quite a few wuxia films that I’ve
watched that involve sword
play. In particular, it invokes
the game/ballet scene in “House
of Flying Daggers.” The theme
seems to fit the character nicely.
It’s beautiful and melodic yet
flows at a fast pace, which is

n Sweet Illusion: Voldo’s track,
set in his stage of the Money Pit,
is one of my favorites. The music
fits Voldo perfectly in that it’s
chaotic and erratic. Also, most of
the song is in a minor key that
starts slowly and builds to a crescendo. The track changes halfway through to the next key with
excellent results.
n In the Name of Father: Knowing the background for Siegfried
and Nightmare, it’s impossible
not to be affected by the signature
track of Nightmare. Every time
I hear this, I am immediately
reminded of the struggle the
knight undertook to regain his
sanity after being cursed by Soul
Edge. The track is fit for a knight
grappling with the notion of how

to redeem himself for atrocities
against his fellow man, and it’s
got the epic SoulCalibur horns
and choir to prove it along with a
great drum backbeat.
n Worth Dying For: The hustle
and bustle of an Italian city is on
display in the City of Water, and
you are there to witness it. What I
love the most about it is the horns
because they set the pace of the
track and create a feeling of hope.
This is my favorite track because
of the fast pace and because of the
awesome key changes that it goes
through across the entire song.
n Gathering ~ Fatal Gravity:
As far as epic fighting themes
go, this is one to pick for such a
soundtrack. The horns and the
backing choir make this is a nobrainer for battle themes. That

much is obvious with its designation as the backing track for the
Coliseum and Rock’s theme.
n Beyond the Horizon: If I ever
wanted to be out in the desert
with a great vantage point to soak
up the landscape, I’d have this
track playing in the background.
It’s appropriately bombastic in
its drums and Eastern feel. When
I listen to this, I’m taken to sand
dunes and the gorgeous background, day and night versions.
All I need is a sarong and some
flip-flops, and I’m ready to go.
n The Legend Will Never Die:
Enter your name. The song accompanying the name entry is
just as memorable as the rest and
deserves a mention because of its
ability to invoke a job well done,
win or lose.
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Fable: The Journey
The newest from Lionhead Studios is the follow up in the Fable series.
The game is touted as using Kinect as a method to cast magic and
fight foes with yourself as the controller.

Halo 4
Returning to lead off Microsoft’s press conference, Halo 4 is aiming to put
Master Chief in a new position to lead for new developer 343 Industries. The
story of the Spartan and Cortana continues.

Microsoft
Forza Horizon
The latest Forza title is a mix of arcade simulator and Forza racing mechanics.
Turn 10 is ditching the prominent Kinect viewing features in an effort to take on
Gran Turismo.
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The Last of Us
The action-adventure title from Naughty Dog will pit travelers
together in a fight to survive in a post-apocalyptic world. Gorgeous
and stunning, The Last of Us — which is a Sony exclusive — was easily
a favorite at the show.

God of War: Ascension
Kratos returns in an origin story that takes place before the original
trilogy of God of War. Though Sony Santa Monica hasn’t said exactly
where this title fits into the God of War mythos, the game will be
released for the PlayStation 3.

PlayStation All-Sta

rs Battle Royale

GRAUMAN’S
CHINESE THEATER
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Sony
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Wii U
The newest console from Nintendo failed to shine at E3 this year.
Why? No information was given on a price point and no credible
launch titles were shown. Even though the controller’s new touchscreen controller was shown, Nintendo failed to show much that
wasn’t already known ahead of time about the new system.
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What the editors thought
Microsoft

Nintendo

LMHM: Microsoft’s focus this year was on a lot of things not named Kinect. Games and Windows 8/Phone tech
were at the top of the list, but funny enough, the games were everything we already knew. Of course, Halo 4 was
going to be there and a new Forza and Fable. I was slightly shocked about the new Gears of War (Judgment),
since GOW3 just came out not that long ago. The SmartGlass tech looked awesome and I can’t help but think
that it was a jab at Apple, since everyone took shots at them during the conferences. Really, the whole point of
the conference was to show consumers that the Xbox 360 is the center of the living room for most households,
but who didn’t already know that? Overall, it was par for the course for Microsoft since there wasn’t a new system to dangle in front of consumers. It was business as usual and, ultimately, a little boring, but not entirely awful.
GRADE: B

LMHM: Disappointed doesn’t even begin to describe the final feeling that I had about Nintendo’s go round at E3. From the stilted and awkward delivery of presenters to the lack of information about arguably the most important product coming out in the next few months, Nintendo
easily had the worst showing of the Big 3. Where were the technical specs on the Wii U? A price
point? A concrete launch date? None of that information was in the press conference. And,
they relied too much on the hope that folks watched Satoru Iwata’s pre-conference video. Then,
there was the questionable idea of announcing ports of games already available as a centerpiece to the Wii U. It was as if Nintendo was trying to say, “Well, we can do what the other guys
can do! See? Our tech has finally caught up!” The show ran short and didn’t really supply much
information that we didn’t already know about. No, I wasn’t expecting a new Zelda but there
had to be something else to draw people in. Maybe if Nintendo hadn’t released a lot of their Wii
U info ahead of the show, they would have had something to fill in the gaps. GRADE: D

DG: In terms of video games, Microsoft showed off plenty. In the near future, Master Chief will wage a new war
(Halo 4), Lara Croft will be reborn (Tomb Raider reboot), and Sam Fisher will be guided by your controller AND
your Kinect (Splinter Cell: Blacklist). However, despite E3 generally being about video games, Microsoft seemed
to have its eye mostly on other innovations. They are in talks with Nike to push a line of exercise programs that
run through their Kinect hardware. Also coming down the line will be a vocal command interface that will allow
you to search for content and play it using only your voice. And, to bring it all together, the software giant is
working on a way to integrate Xbox Live, your home PC, and your Windows mobile phone. Although I really like
the fact that Microsoft is trying to make their Xbox Live service and hardware a one-stop shop for more than just
video games, the software giant may have been better served saving all those non-gaming products for an
expo that does not cater to the video gaming world. GRADE: B
BHB: I was very impressed with Microsoft. As a matter of fact, of the Big 3, it was the best presentation. Ranging
from games such as Halo 4 to new fun games like Wrecketeer, Microsoft brought out the big guns. The impressiveness of the Xbox 360 continues to define the evolution of the living room. With all of the new equipment and
content, families are going to find more of a reason to stay in the house and get more for their gaming dollars.
With the Smart Glass feature and connectability with your devices and asynchronous play, you’re not missing
step and you’re getting true interaction with your gaming console. The icing on the cake for the conference was
Usher coming out to promote Dance Central 3. The game is a guaranteed icebreaker, which means F-U-N. Also,
Call of Duty: Black Ops II is just begging to be played and the new Tomb Raider was beastly. GRADE: A+

DG: With the release of their next console months away, Nintendo is all about the Wii U right
now. The Wii showed us that Nintendo is not afraid to try something different, and their new
console is following suit. The Wii U controller has its own touchscreen, volume control and headphone plug-ins, in addition to the customary buttons. Truthfully, it looks more like a handheld
than a controller. This new game pad will allow for a new level of interaction. The new property
ZombieU gives players the ability to hack doors, manage inventory, scan, and get up close and
personal with a sniper’s scope all on the game pad’s view screen. Allowing four players to go
through Mario Wii U (using Wii-motes) while a fifth alters the landscape is sure to be a hit. And,
can you imagine the upcoming Sing (tentative title), where the player reads karaoke lyrics from
the game pad, which has a mic plugged into it? Nintendo packed in a lot of games into this
press conference, and as a gamer, I must say that is a good thing. That’s what it is all about:
Video games. GRADE: A
BHB: Nintendo, Nintendo, Nintendo, what is wrong? The conference started out strong with
Shigeru Miyamoto and the newest Pikmin. I was hooked at that point, and even when they presented the Wii U — which was very impressive in its own right — I thought it was still going well.
But then Reggie (Fils-Aime) happened. Normally, Reggie is on his game but this year he was like
a deer in headlights. Batman Arkham City: Armored Edition is a complete rehash of previous
versions, with already loaded DLC. The vibration function added in for this edition is a no; it’s not
enough to warrant buying and playing the game again. The two best games that I saw were
Scribblenauts Unlimited and Lego City Undercover, two fun properties I think. The 3DS? There
was so much Mario, it was like the franchise is being run into the ground. And Nintendo Land?
No. That’s basically Wii Sports Resort plastered with Nintendo franchises. Add in no additional
information on the Wii U and leaning on Ubisoft for the bulk of the third-party efforts and what
you end up with is SAD. Nintendo, next year please be better prepared. I mean it. This year hurt
me more than it obviously hurt them to give a failing grade. GRADE: F

Sony
LMHM: With no new hardware in sight — barring last year’s Vita — Sony didn’t really have much to show, a predicament shared with Microsoft. So, it
didn’t come as any surprise that the PlayStation maker was going to put the focus on games. And it did. Coming out of the gate with The Last of Us,
Beyond: Two Souls, God of War: Ascension and Watch Dogs put Sony on the offensive and that decision made sure that the company wasn’t seen
as weak in the exclusives department. The Last of Us and Beyond: Two Souls practically guaranteed that everyone would focus on the PS3 as the
system to own this year. The Vita, having an exclusive like Assassin’s Creed III: Liberation, had a slightly strong showing as well. In the end, Sony threw
the specter off its back of an upcoming new system and salvaged a lackluster expo year with some gorgeous games. My only problem was the
way-too-long focus on the Wonderbook property. While I know some of our editors loved it, I thought that portion of the press conference went on far
too long, and the tech looked like crap. I really could have done without that. GRADE: B
DG: Sony really brought the goods this year. They hit the ground running with a preview of the upcoming title Beyond: Two Souls, developed by
QuanticDream (makers of the hit title Heavy Rain). Next up was a demonstration of PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale. Ever wonder if Kratos can
take a Big Daddy? We’ll find out later this year. With this new title comes a new game play concept, Cross Play. As the name implies, Cross Play is
the ability for PlayStation 3 and PlayStation Vita users to play the same game at the same time with each other. Not just limited to playing together,
Cross Play will allow players to save game progress on one system and go to the other to continue playing where they left off. One other product
that impressed me was the Wonderbook. With the aim of making reading more interactive, the Wonderbook will utilize the PlayStation Move to allow “readers” to open a book and play through the story, rather than just taking in words. I very much enjoyed what Sony had to offer. They plan to
expand gaming to new horizons by letting you play in totally new ways. GRADE: A
BHB: Jack Tretton started out with ass-kissing of Kaz Harai because of his new position within the company as a whole. I would normally like to hear
Harai speak because of his obvious belief in the products Sony pushes, and this year it was weird not seeing him lead the presentation. To start, I
wasn’t feeling the PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale. It’s just a copy of Super Smash Bros. with Sony characters. The next big thing they pushed, the
new content for PlayStation Network, wasn’t anything grand. All of the popular content that they mentioned, like Crackle, Hulu and NHL, is already
available elsewhere with nothing special added for PSN. To be fair, there was some cool stuff: Beyond: Two Souls was beautiful. Reminding me of a
cross between The Ring and X-Men, it was stunning. Also, The Last of Us is in the same category of stunning with plenty of violence on a gorgeous
backdrop of post-apocalyptic Pittsburgh. The Wonderbook stuff was pretty impressive, but there was too much attention paid to it. Overall, I want
Sony to keep their focus on games because this year’s E3 didn’t deliver on that front. GRADE: C
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ready, set, begin!
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Developer: Kaos Studios n Release: 2011

Try to leave Homefront behind
By William Harrison
Gaming Insurrection

THQ … why oh why didn’t you just
find another developer to make this
game? Before I go into full-scale SMH
mood like I can much of the time, let’s
get this one part out of the way. Homefront is a first-person shooter developed
by the now-defunct KAOS Studios. You
play as a former pilot in 2027 war-torn
America after the now-United Korean
Army decides to declare war and then invade the U.S. You join the resistance after
they rescue you from some unknown fate
because they need a pilot. From there,
you work your way north into the militia
territories and then to San Francisco in
ready, set, begin!

the game’s climax.
Guess how long it took me to play
this game, which I had
been waiting for
with every overhyped word?
Go on, guess, I
can wait … give
up? It took me
a little less than
five hours and 45
minutes and whatever
the hell seconds of painfully rendered
graphics, subpar gameplay, a somewhat
ignorant AI and a well-done plot. What
did you think I was going to say, multiplayer? Well, sorry to disappoint but it’s
basically a poor imitation and combina-

SCORE:
1.5 OUT
OF 5

tion of Modern Warfare and Battlefield:
Bad Company 2. I played long enough to
earn most, if not all, of the single-player
achievements and try out multiplayer for
at least two hours.
This sort of makes me sad because the
story was the brainchild of the writer of
“Red Dawn,” one of my favorite movies
of all time. The story is great, and the dialogue was actually believable ― and this
is the best thing about the game. It really
falls flat on its face after that.
There’s a couple of nails in the coffin
of the Homefront experience. Coffin nail
one is the poorly rendered graphics. The
final product of a next-generation title
should not look a PlayStation 2 game. I
don’t know if it looked better in HD, but

somehow I doubt it. The second nail was
the combination of gameplay and AI that
made for little challenge. There is nothing really worthwhile here except for the
story, and THQ would have been better
off making a movie or writing a book.
The even sadder issue is that THQ
pumped a lot of money into advertising,
and it stumbled horribly. It could have
been rushed or the design team at KAOS
blew it. It doesn’t matter because KAOS
had a chance to make a great game with a
great story.
The real crime is that they made Homefront with no real ending, either, to try
and set up a sequel that is not going to be
made … well, at least not by them.
11

Developer: Relic n Release: 2011

Warhammer
40,000 strikes
familiar chord
Space Marine ultimately
worth repetitive action
Photos courtesy of Gamefaqs.com

By William Harrison
Gaming Insurrection

So, I’m not a huge fan of the Warhammer series.
Hell, I’m not a fan of the tabletop game, either.
It’s not because I think it’s stupid or anything, or
that it’s a waste of time as compared to … I can’t
say anything because I play and review video games.
That’s like the pot calling the kettle and the skillet
black and having a major case of denial, but I digress.
The subject up for review is Space Marine, and if you
haven’t played this game, then there is something
slightly wrong.
Space Marine is one the best platformers I have
played in a long time. It’s a welcome change to a video
game landscape littered with first-person shooters,
remakes of Madden and other sports games that are
basically the same thing.
The story takes place on a Colonial Factory settlement
that’s being invaded by the Ork army. You play as Captain Titus of the Elite Ultramarines, sent to help stop
the Ork invasion and to help protect a top-secret prototype weapon. You fight your way through 16 levels
of brutal combat that get more intense the further you
progress. This, to me, screams what a platform game
should be no matter whether it’s 2D or 3D.
The challenge never lets up and developer Relic Entertainment did a great job in making it very much the
long-awaited challenge that gamers like myself have
been looking for. The weapon upgrades are awesome
12

and the chainsword is the definition of epic.The weapon system is also well done, and they took a cue from
Gears of War but only where the selection is concerned.
Even though it has a lot of good
points and some of the more epic
challenges in games, it’s not
without its faults.
One of the main problems
is, unfortunately, repetition.
While it’s a lot of slashing and
sawing your way through the
Orkish hordes, it can get a little
boring after awhile if not frustrating because of the increase in difficulty. You will start
hitting stone walls where you have to employ some
strategy.
However, if you are just looking to hack and slash
your way through the hordes, you will get that but
you may get a little more as well. It starts to get a little
tedious and wanting to break a controller or three is
frustrating but, despite some flaws, the pros greatly
outweigh them and the story is actually really good
and makes you want to finish.
Pick it up if you can find it.

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5

ready, set, begin!

Photos courtesy of Nintendo.com

Developer: Game Freak n Release: 2011

Still catching them all
Pokémon still rules roost
with Black and White

By Daniel Gibbs

Gaming Insurrection

Your journey begins with a visit to a professor who
gives you a Pokémon in exchange for going out
into the world and collecting data on the many
types of Pokémon that inhabit it.
I’ve been playing the earlier entries of the
Pokémon video game franchise for a rather
long time, and the most recent generation,
fifth, was released last year. As any avid gamer
would be, I was right there to pick up my copies
of them on release day. And, yes, I purchased one
copy of each.
If you’re new to the franchise that helped deliver anime
from Japan to the shores of North America, then you’re in
for a bit of a treat. Your goal as a trainer is to go forth and
capture, raise and battle animal-like creatures known as
Pokémon. But, of course, there is more to do than that.
You will battle your captured creatures against the
creatures of other trainers in a bid to become the National
Pokémon Champion. Well, you can’t just go up and challenge the current champ; first, you must defeat eight gym
leaders and win their badges as proof of your prowess in
order to earn a shot at the title. Also of concern is an organization that is determined to fulfill a plan that will have
world-changing effects.
Along the way you will become locked in a rivalry with
a fellow trainer that also has his or her eyes set on becoming the champion. You will have many opportunities to
meet, battle and befriend Pokémon as you explore the
world and work your way to winning the title.

dex filled, then worry not as you’ll have something to look
forward to. Having defeated the ranks of Teams Rocket,
Aqua, Magma and others, the new threat to the world flies
the banner of Team Plasma, which has a plan to liberate the Pokémon of the world from their trainers under
the belief that the creatures truly do not want to be with
humans.
In the past, players kept tack of time with clocks and calendars, but this time there’s also seasons. Yes, in
this latest generation not only must you keep
up with the time of the day and the day of
the week, but also you must be mindful of
what season it is, as well. But don’t worry:
Seasons do not pass in the real time of every three months but rather change every
month.
A lot of rare Pokémon are only available
during limited time events, but with a worldwide online trading community you are sure to be
able to find your favorites (provided you have something
to offer).
However, one of the most notable changes of all may be
the Pokémon themselves. In the past, you knew that you
could always rely on catching a Zubat and Geodude the
first time you stepped in a cave. That’s not the case here.
In fact, until you finish the main storyline, the vast majority of the Pokémon you encounter on your playthrough of
Black and White will be totally different from those you
may remember from previous generations.
It’s not just the Pokémon that have changed, either.
Remember the move Take Down, a wild, charging attack
that does recoil damage to the one that initiates? It was
a pretty advanced move back in the day. I’m warning
you now that you may see it as early as the second gym
leader. The type arrangements are mixed up pretty nicely,
too. Getting a chance to capture a psychic type before the
second gym and a dark type before the first gym? Almost
unheard of. But, I think the real treat so far are the new
moves. So far, my favorite new move is, bar none, Incinerate. Yeah, it’s the weakest fire-type move of them all. But
name another move that burns up the berry that your

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5

SOMETHING NEW
If this isn’t your first rodeo and you’ve got a few Pokéready, set, begin!

opponent’s Pokémon may be holding so they can’t use
it. Even though the battle music now changes when your
Pokémon is low on life, the soundtrack overall is catchy
and fitting.
At this point, the Pokémon games are a formula like the
“Die Hard” movies (Bad guy does crime A as a distraction
for Crime B ...). Your main task is to find as many different
Pokémon as you can, raise them as well as you can and
become the champion. If you have tried this formula in
the previous four generations and already have an opinion of it, then go with that instinct. If you are new to the
series, then I would say that it’s worth a try.
But don’t get your hopes up on the price dropping anytime soon. Because of the sheer popularity of what is one
of Nintendo’s most profitable franchises, used copies of
even the third generation titles (Ruby/Sapphire/Emerald)
are still going for as high as $20. They are 10 years old and
not even able to be run on the current Nintendo handheld.
Be sure to keep an eye out for the upcoming Black 2
and White 2. Set to take place about two years after Black
and White, I’m sure they will bring something new to
the table, the least of which taking advantage of the 3DS
hardware.
With a little increase in difficulty to keep casual folks like
me entertained, Nintendo ― and I ― are betting higher
level players will enjoy it as well. Speaking as someone
who has played all of the past games, I say Black and
White are must buys. The mixture of the old and new will
make it worth your gaming dollars.
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Developer: Capcom n Release: 2005

Scary good
collection

Capcom puts all of its Vampire
games in one package
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

Having previously reviewed
the Dreamcast’s Vampire Chronicles for Matching Service, I’m
pretty certain my affinity for
Capcom’s fighting series about
fabled monsters and beings is
obvious. I came into the series
by way of print ads for Darkstalkers (the American name for
the series) in the late 1990s and
then a chance
rental of
Darkstalkers 3 in
2000.
Learning that I
generally
prefer Street
Fighter spinoffs
as opposed to the real thing, I
fully embraced the collection of
games when it was released in
Japan. This is one collection I
can easily get behind.
I’ve said it before and I’ll say
it again: I’m not a big fan of collections. Generally, there’s not
enough of the good stuff to war-

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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rant spending gobs of money.
But the Vampire Collection is
different.
Much like Namco Museum
and Sonic Mega Collection, the
best of the best is represented
here. Sure, it’s basically all of
the games ever released with the
name Vampire, but it’s worth
picking up for that point alone.
Consider that it’s arcade perfect
and has added features, and
you have a surely worthy title
to experiment with and learn
everything you ever wanted to
know about the series but were
afraid to ask.
All Vampire games are here.
That means Vampire (Darkstalkers: The Night Warriors),
Vampire Hunter (Night Warriors: Darkstalkers’ Revenge),
Vampire Savior (Darkstalkers 3),
Vampire Hunter 2 (Japan only)
and Vampire Savior 2 (Japan
only). A bonus compilation
mode is also included: Here, you
can play what basically amounts
to Vampire Chronicles in that all
game types are available. So, for
example, say you wanted to play
as Vampire Hunter Donovan
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versus Vampire Hunter 2 Jedah.
You could do that by picking
their game types at the character
select screen. The combinations
that could play out are nearly
infinite and easily add to the
replay value of an already enticing set up. It also goes without
saying that if you can import the
game, it eliminates the need to
track down Vampire Chronicles
for either the DC or PSP.
A neat feature is the ability to
set up the individual games to
play as their revisions did in the
arcade. The concept involves
accessing dip switches, the same
concept found in Super Street
Fighter II X for Dreamcast (edi-

tor’s note: Review can be found
in issue 12, 4Q2010). Changing
these switches on or off can
change the way the game plays,
what characters are available or
character movesets and abilities.
There are detailed guides out
there that explain exactly what
the switches do in each game,
but there’s a lot of replay to be
had just in exploring.
While we won’t review the
individual games here, let’s just
say that if you played any of the
games, they’re exactly the way
you remember them. Thanks to
the arcade-perfect nature of the
games, you can pick it up and
play quite easily.

The controls are solid and
the excellent-if-not-interesting
soundtrack is intact. The games
also look just the way they did
in the arcade, though Morrigan’s sprite is still outdated and
awkward as ever. But if Capcom
had changed it in any way, it
wouldn’t be the same old quirky
Vampire.
This is one of the few collections that is a must-buy and
must-have. If you don’t have a
clue about the Vampire series,
this is the place to start. There’s
nothing like getting a history
lesson, fairy tale and beat down
all in one package.
ready, set, begin!

Developer: 7 Studios n Release: 2005

A fantastic
translation
Fantastic 4
movie game
reaches level
of ‘Excelsior!’

By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

I've been immersed in a revival of all things Marvel. From
the reboot of the X-Men in film
form and the recent anime series
on cable's G4 to the recent and
awesome “Avengers” movie, my
love for Marvel has been restored so greatly that even I have
more confidence in video games
based on the Marvel universe. I
make this statement because as a
young lad, I played games based
on Marvel characters
that were so horrible
that the first X-Men
game for the NES
still keeps me up at
night when I think
about how bad it
was. I am also on the
record that ever since
that unholy tribute in
video gaming was presented to
the Marvel faithful, many Marvel fans wondered if Stan Lee
sold not only his soul, but also
the souls that built the house of
Marvel to any gaming publisher
without regard to the end result
of finished products.
But let's fast forward to 2005
when Marvel and Activison reversed that hideous death spiral
when they developed a game
based off of a smash-hit movie
focusing on another Marvel ultimate superhero team: Fantastic 4
for PlayStation 2.
The game struck me as perfect
for a number of reasons: One,
the transition from comic to

film remained flawless in the
game's development. Two, all
four heroes and their adversaries and allies ― most of whom
were pulled from the Ultimate
universe ― made me feel that
I was playing the actual comic
instead of its video game adaptation. Three, the game’s control
gives players an excellent opportunity to tag team ― a la the first
TMNT game for the NES ― and
to perform special moves based
on each respective team member's powers with very few problems. Finally, the movie cast took
up their respective roles. I experienced absolute fear from Julian
McMahon as Doctor Doom,
but joy from the alluring-yetpowerful Susan Storm, voiced by
Jessica Alba.
The storyline is similar to the
movie's and the comics, starting
from when the team met
with Doom and were
sent into space. That
fateful trip lead to
the cosmic storm
that gave them their
superpowers, and
began the numerous
battles between the Fantastic 4 and Doctor Doom.
The graphics are as epic as the
storyline was for the comics:
Everything looks great and is
worthy of a Stan Lee "Excelsior!”
I especially liked the Grand Central Station and NYC museum
stages as they actually present
their respective bosses Mole Man
and Puppet Master at their best
using their unique abilities to
challenge players.
Though I loved the look of the
game and thought it represented
the Marvel icons well, I wasn't as
impressed with the soundtrack
of the game. The songs found
throughout were very repetitive
and didn't do anything to make
me want to crank up my TV. The

SCORE:
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ready, set, begin!
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music served no real purpose
and was basically just there. Being the game's only flaw, though,
it didn't really hold it back from
a perfect review in my eyes.
This is a moment where I can
say, as a gamer, that I am greatly
pleased that in this age where
sacred icons of comics and other
aspects of pop culture are being
sold out to make instant cash,
Marvel has found a video gaming partner to match best effort
with best effort in presenting
classic heroes with great gaming.
In short, Activison and Marvel
achieved this in setting the formula of mixing a popular entertainment property with basic
gaming elements.
Fantastic 4 for the PS2 has
given new hope to comic book
fans who dream of controlling
their favorite heroes in a video
game environment. Ever since
the X-Men NES game, Marvel
has learned from their failures
and has moved on to create
greatly improved games such as
the Versus series with Capcom.
This game serves as a blueprint
for video games showcasing
comic book heroes in a electronic
entertainment medium of which
Marvel's competitors should
take notes. Fantastic 4 is a gem
of which I can proudly proclaim
"Make Mine Marvel!"
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Developer: Sega AM2 n Release: 2002

A virtual
dream brawler
Veteran Virtua Fighter still on
top in fourth installment

By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection
I have never professed to be an
expert at fighting games, and I
can definitely tell you that I’m no
expert at Virtua Fighter. What I
can tell you is that it’s a lot of fun
to learn how to play, and as a
rookie that has tried her fair share
of fighting games, I can say that if
I were ever going to get into nonprojectile fighters, Virtua Fighter
would be where I’d start.
So, let’s get the graphical business out of the way: Virtua Fighter
4 does not look as good as its
main competition,
Tekken 4. If you
go back seven
years ago
and put the
two games
side by
side, Tekken 4 wins
easily, graphically. That’s not to
say that VF4 isn’t a good-looking
game. It’s not terrible by any
means and is actually quite fluid.
However, the graphics don’t hold
up today, and Tekken 4’s do.
Sound-wise, it’s a generic bag. I
wasn’t overly impressed with the
soundtrack, and I really wanted
something to stick out more. The
most memorable track was the
mode select screen. Really, that’s
the only track that stood out for
me in the middle of generic rock
music that lacks personality. I
expect my fighting games to have
more than that to draw me in, and
this just didn’t do it for me.
But what is the draw? It’s the
gameplay. VF is known for its
depth and state of play worldwide
where the games are routinely
broken down frame by frame by
enthusiasts looking to master the
system. I can appreciate the depth,

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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but at the same time, I love the fact
that it’s accessible to regular folks
like me who want to know more
about life outside of Street Fighter
and Tekken.
Picking up the roster and modes,
it’s easy to choose a favorite and
get started. There are the standard arcade, versus and training
options. And then there’s Kumite
mode. While not as refined as the
Quest Mode found in the upgrade Virtua Fighter 4: Evolution,
Kumite was a way to play through
Survival before other games (i.e.
Tekken 5) did the same thing. I
enjoyed taking a fighter through
and working on my play style as
a way to get used to the game. It’s
not bad if you’re wanting to see
how far you can go.
If you get tired of working your
way up a fight ladder, you can
watch replays. You can access
fights on the disc that the developers at Sega AM2 set up or your
own if you decide to save them to
a memory card. I’ve always appreciated fighting games that include
a battle theater, and this is a good
one. One of the best features in the
entire mode is slowing a replay
for frame counting. Trust me, it
gets that deep.
My only real quibble with the
game is the fact that there is so
much available that I might never
get through it all before moving
on to VF5, the most current game
in the series. This isn’t a knock,
really, against VF4, though. I’d
rather there be too much than not
enough, and the game satisfies
me in that respect. The only other
problem I see with VF4 is that
it’s probably beneficial to move
up to Evolution. It’s considered
the better game of theVF4 iterations, has more improvements
and introduced two extra characters. If you can play VF4, you can
play Evolution, so it’s a toss up in

WHAT’S DIFFERENT
BETWEEN VF4 AND
EVOLUTION?
Kumite mode: The mode is in
the original Virtua Fighter 4. Similar to the survival arcade mode
later found in Tekken 5, Kumite
lets you equip and customize
fighters with different accessories through wins and losses.
Two new characters: Goh
Hinogami and Brad Burns were
added to the roster in Evolution.
Character and stage
tweaks: All previous characters
were adjusted and balanced in
Evolution. The alternate Muay
Thai style for Vanessa Lewis was
removed and replaced with a
new Vale Tudo “Offensive” style.
Stages were changed in subtle
ways such as time of day.
Additions to Quest Mode:
Evolution’s Quest Mode went
through significant changes such
as more character items and the
creation of a currency system.
Photos by Lyndsey Hicks Mosley / Gaming Insurrection

whichever game you come across
first. I recommend picking up
something VF4-related, no matter
which game it is.
ready, set, begin!

Photos courtesy of Gamefaqs.com and GameSpot.com

Developer: Cing n Release: 2007

Check in for an
interesting tale
Despite text-heavy gameplay,
Hotel Dusk solid mystery effort
By Daniel Gibbs

Gaming Insurrection

The name is Kyle Hyde. In
1976, I shot my partner Brian
Bradley after finding out he
was on the take. When a major
bust is spoiled and a
dead dirty cop is at
the center of it,
someone’s head
had to roll. My
head.
Three years
later, I’m now
a traveling salesman. When I approach someone’s door
now, it’s not to look for bad
guys or stop crimes; it’s to introduce them to my Red Crown
products and try to make a sale.
However, that’s not all that I do
for Red Crown ...
My latest job has me out in
the middle of the Southwestern
United States in a rundown
little spot called Hotel Dusk.
The place used to be lively and
active, but these days it’s just
a shell of its former glory. I’m
here under my usual cover of

selling household items while
my real purpose is to find some
items at the request of a client. Yet, things aren’t quite so
clear cut as that. Who was that
strange girl I passed on the way
here? What is so special about
the room that I was given,
215, that the woman down
the hall from me specifically requested it and
seemed disappointed
when she found out it
was not available when
she checked in?
And why is there record
of a man staying here six
months ago under the name
Kyle Hyde?

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5

ready, set, begin!

GETTING YOUR
BEARINGS STRAIGHT
These are only a few of the
many questions you are tasked
with solving in Hotel Dusk:
Room 215. Released in 2007,
Hotel Dusk was a nice display
of the capabilities of the Nintendo DS system.
Unlike most DS titles, Dusk is
played with the system turned

sideway, as if you are reading a
book. In addition to being able
to turn the system how you
wish (based on whether you are
left- or right-handed, you will
notice that you use the stylus
and touchscreen in order to
move your character in firstperson view. You can use the
D-pad to move if you wish, but
since you do pretty much everything else with the stylus, why
not move with it as well?
Also notice that some of the
things you are used to seeing
in a video are simply not here.
There is no combat to speak
of; therefore, you don’t have a
life meter. Instead of getting a
game over by losing all of your
life points, the only game over
condition ― that I’ve seen so
far ― is to do something to
get kicked out of the hotel. Get
caught stealing tools from the
utility room? Game over. Make
too much noise while snooping
in the main office? Game over.
This isn’t your usual adventure.
The game is pretty small scale
compared to your more epic
titles, but I like what the developer Cing (who are unfortunately now defunct) did to
make up for it. Besides yourself,
there are only about 15 characters in the entire game. For

some of your bigger worlds,
this simply would not do, but
in Hotel Dusk it not only works,
but also I think it may be better.
This gives all of the characters
a chance to have their moment
in the spotlight and gives them
time to shine. Through the
course of many conversations,
you will learn the stories of this
small-but-nicely-defined cast.
One thing that really gets me
into a game is a soundtrack that
fits the mood, and I think this
soundtrack fits the bill really
well. When walking around the
hotel between events, the music
is generic like what you would
expect to hear in a doctor’s waiting office. Engaging in casual
conversation changes the music
to a light, upbeat tone. When
things get serious, and it’s certain that some major information is about to drop, the music
gets very dramatic and soap
opera-like.
No game is perfect and that
certainly holds true here.
One of the things that almost
turned me off was all of the
text. I suppose it’s the result
of the game being about solving multiple mysteries, but you
will do A LOT of reading in a
playthrough. In fact, you could
almost say that rather than play-

ing a game you’re playing an
interactive mystery novel.
Also, there were a few times
where I have simply been clueless as to what to do next. For
example, early in the game you
have to pick the lock on your
suitcase. You decide that you
need some thin wire. There is
a hanger in your room but it’s
attached to a rack. It took me
about 15 minutes to figure out
that you had to go get a pair of
wire cutters in order to cut a
piece of the hanger away and
use that to pick the lock. I understand that you can’t always
expect to have everything laid
out for you with glowing arrows and blinking lights, but
sometimes it’s just a bit too
unclear.
Even with a nice cast of characters to interact with and the
music, the constant reading really slows the flow of gameplay
to the point where some of the
fun is sucked out. Add in the
lack of direction and things can
get pretty frustrating fast. The
game was released two times,
so there’s plenty of copies out
there, making it pretty easy to
find. It’s not the greatest DS
game but the almost-noir feel to
it makes it worth digging up on
the cheap.
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technology
SCRIBUS
Several years ago, Gaming Insurrection was in the market for an affordable page layout program. We found it in
Scribus. Despite some usability issues, Scribus is surprisingly useful and flexible enough to hold its own among the
heavyweights of Quark and InDesign.
Scribus is marketed as an alternative to the offerings from Quark and Adobe, and it has one immediate advantage: It’s free. While free usually comes with a hidden agenda, Scribus doesn’t really have one. It’s surprisingly
lightweight and portable, and has many if not all of the same features as Quark and InDesign. If you know how to
do page layout, Scribus is easy enough to pick up and start playing with pages and ideas. If you don’t know much
about layout but are wanting to learn, it’s easy to get started with the basics, and there’s plenty of help on its
dedicated website. That being said, we do have some issues with it. For starters, dealing with graphics can be a
pain. The proportion options leave a lot to be desired when all you want to do is just draw a frame and import a
picture. Also, snapping to guides is troublesome, and choosing colors can be problematic. Other than those problems, it’s a solid free choice that’s being updated regularly in the expensive world of pagination.

Photo courtesy of Scribus Team

Cost: FREE
Where to download: www.scribus.net

ACROBAT 6

INDESIGN CS5.5

Adobe has long had its hand in the page layout market and it’s not going
away any time soon. GI recently picked up this iteration of its long-standing
product, InDesign, and has easily made the transition in its look and feel.
InDesign is renowned for its comfort level if you’re into page layout and
have had some experience. It’s not always easy to use but if you’re just
jumping in and wanting to learn or you’re at an intermediate level, InDesign
is the right way to go. We could recommend it over Quark, but they basically do the same thing and achieve the same goal.
Where InDesign has the edge for GI is the way the finished product looks.
Everything looks crisp and clean, there’s hardly any problems exporting and
the overall background process with InDesign is much more smooth than
Quark. Also, it helps that InDesign is, in fact, designed to work with Adobe’s
suite of products so there’s less to worry about when you have congruent
projects that use programs like Photoshop or Acrobat or Dreamweaver. The
one problem that needs to be addressed is Adobe’s reluctance for backward
compatibility among older editions. Be forewarned: CS 5.5 does not work
with older versions of InDesign.
Cost: $699 (full standalone version); $35, subscription per month with
one-year plan; $49, as part of Creative Cloud subscription
Where to buy: Adobe.com
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Another offering in Adobe’s Creative Suite is the venerable Acrobat. If you
need to manipulate Adobe’s proprietary format of PDFs like most people these
days, then you need Acrobat. It is one of the few decent PDF manipulators
on the market, and in terms of reliability, it’s best to start and end with the
very source that created it. With Acrobat, you have the ability to create and
change PDFs. You also have the option of saving PDFs in different formats.
The only problem with Acrobat that we can see is the price. For what we
need it to do, really, Reader generally suffices. But for the added ability of
editing or cropping a PDF, you have to have Acrobat. So, be prepared to pay
for that extra convenience. There are newer versions of the program on the
market, but we feel most comfortable with Acrobat 6 though it is now hard to
find. We suggest buying the newest version to get started. If you want to go
beyond the basics of PDF creation, go with Acrobat.

Box art courtesy of Adobe.com

Cost: $449 (full standalone version of Acrobat X Pro); $49, as part of Creative Cloud subscription
Where to buy: Adobe.com

TECH BITS
Scott Thompson is out as CEO
of Yahoo. The also-former head of
Pay Pal was forced to step down
in May after
discrepancies were
found
during a
probe of
his background.
Thompson,
who was
THOMPSON
hired in
January to turn around the flailing
Internet giant, claimed to have
earned a computer science degree

from Stonehill College in
regulatory filings and on his resume
that he didn’t actually earn. Ross
Levinsohn has been named
interim CEO.
A bill banning employer snooping
through Facebook was introduced
in Congress. Rep. Eliot Engel of
New York created the legislation
after reports of employers requiring
prospective or current employees
to turn over their login details for
the social networking site as a
contingent for employment. Privacy
advocates immediately decried the
practice, and Facebook has threat-

ened legal action against groups
that use the policy.
Adobe has announced the release
of CS6, the newest version of its
creative products. In announcing
the newest versions of applications such as Photoshop and
InDesign, the company also
announced the Creative Cloud
pricing model. The new model
will allow access to all Creative
Suite programs starting at $49
per month. The newest Adobe
product, website design kit Muse,
will also be available in the package.
tech geeks

2012 SILVER HORSE AWARDS
Gaming Insurrection
honors the golden
age of arcades
PRESS START

By Gaming Insurrection

staff

Not that long ago, or so it seems, there was a golden age of arcades happening
worldwide. A gamer, if so inclined, could walk into his or her local arcade and feel
the hustle and bustle of quarters or tokens being spent, prizes being won and
tickets being redeemed. Stale plastic and dusty dimly lit corners were the order
of the day. A reputation of a game was built or destroyed through word of mouth
and the hands of teenagers, children and older folks alike. Alas, arcades aren’t
what they used to be.
In this year’s Silver Horse Awards, Gaming Insurrection goes back to a simpler
time: When the forefathers of gaming ruled through beckonings of pushing a 1P
start. When a high score still meant something. Or, when games became household names and inspiration to the masters of video game design of today. These
four franchises — Tetris, Pac-Man/Ms. Pac-Man, Space Invaders and Street Fighter
II — made their names on the strength of their gameplay and changed the gaming
landscape forever.

feature
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BY THE
NUMBERS

1:

Rank in
Guinness World
Records as top
arcade game

1980:

When Space
Invaders won the
first Arcade Awards
Game of the Year

55:

Default
number of
aliens that
need to be
defeated

$2 billion:
Amount in sales the
game grossed
by 1982

100-yen

Space Invaders
Taito, 1978

Answer: This creature, known to move one line down
and reverse direction, is synonymous with video games
and known as one of the earliest shooters. If you answered the question with “What is Space Invaders?”
you’d be correct.
Space Invaders, like the other honorees in this year’s
Silver Horse Awards, is easy to pick up and play. Sure,
there’s strategy to saving yourself from certain death
and to score as many points as possible, but really, how
hard is it to do? Apparently, not that hard since the
game has made more than $2 billion since its release
34 years ago.
Famed designer and 2011 Silver Horse Award honoree
Shigeru Miyamoto described the game as revolutionary
in the industry and once said of the game in a Time
magazine article, “Before I saw it, I was never particularly
interested in video games and certainly never thought
I would make video games.” Fellow 2011 honoree Hideo
Kojima commented in a recent Atlantic article, “I think
the game that first pulled me in, that I played a lot, was
probably Space Invaders. I remember seeing it first on
the news, on TV, and being very impressed by it and
thinking ‘Wow, this kind of thing actually exists.’ ” If this
is the kind of company you keep, you can call yourself
classic and you have the names behind you to back it up.

Currency that had a
shortage in Japan
because of the game
20
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BY THE
NUMBERS
10,000:

Points needed by
default to obtain an
extra life

255:

Levels that can be
played in Pac-Man
before the kill screen

7:

Fruit in
Pac-Man and
Ms. Pac-Man

4:

Ghosts chasing
the title
characters

3,333,360:
Maximum points
needed to achieve
a perfect game

feature

Pac-Man/Ms. Pac-Man
Namco, 1980

Legend has it that the ghost-and-power pellet-eating
yellow man and woman got their names because American kids were prone to vandalism, and hilarity would
ensue if a certain first two letters were changed from pu
to fu. But it seems that Toru Iwatani, a Japanese game
designer working for Namco, would get the last laugh:
His creation of power couple Pac-Man and Ms. Pac-Man
took over the world in the ’80s. Arcades were cashing
in on the Pac-mania, and the little yellow duo was everywhere from cartoons on TV to the music charts with a
top-10 single.
But why stop there? After all, if the twosome could
make beautiful music and capture the hearts of little children worldwide, what could they establish in the gaming
world where they had the most to prove? The answer is
just about everything. The franchise is a pioneer: It was
the first to introduce a viable mascot, became the first
licensing success, created a genre by itself, introduced
the now-standard cutscene concept in video games and
was the first to feature power-ups. Every characterdriven game for generations to come, in effect, owes its
existence to Pac-Man.
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BY THE
NUMBERS

7:

Different blocks
used in the
game to make
lines

4:

Lines needed
to make a
tetris

1:

Straight piece
that never
shows up when
you need it

4:

Blocks that are
mirrors of each
other

48:
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Tetris
The Tetris Company, 1985

At its core, Tetris is one of the world’s easiest games
to play. Children as young as 3 can grasp the concept of
making lines and keeping a well clear. But at its heart,
Tetris is a thinking man’s game. Taken at face value, it’s
child’s play but look closer and Tetris becomes about
strategic placement of blocks, patience in waiting for the
right block and an unending increasingly speedy fight to
stay alive.
A casual game yet deceptively hard to master, Tetris
has been around long enough and in enough forms to
qualify as the world’s most played video game. But the
question remains: How can a game involving seven puzzle
pieces suck away so much time once you start playing?
Easy: You’re learning as you go, and it’s so deceptively
easy that the feeling of accomplishment takes over,
forcing you to play just one more round. Tetris has been
ported to every video game console imaginable and has
made billions for the former Soviet government and its
co-creator, Alexey Pajitnov. When you’re in the Guinness
World Records for being played on the side of a building
by college kids, you’ve earned the title of legendary.

Officially
licensed
variants of the
original game

feature

Street Fighter II
Capcom, 1991

“Hadoken!” With a simple word that literally translates to “wave motion fist,” a genre
was born. Versus fighting isn’t so much a genre, but a worldwide movement, thanks
in large part to the success of eight world warriors crisscrossing the globe to fight a
guy named Bison.
Now, imagine this scenario: A group gets together and practices for several months
and challenges another group who’s done the same thing. The surprise here is that
these groups live on opposite sides of the country. They then meet up, battle each
other in a competitive setting and then take on another group, instead this time their
challengers are in another country.
This is the world of Capcom’s Street Fighter II. When people say fighting games,
they’re more than likely referring to the brawler that’s gone through at least 15
different versions and sequels, 20 years of history and billions of dollars in sales.
Through it all, it’s fended off challengers to its legacy (see Mortal Kombat and Killer
Instinct), inspired countless clones and created and revived its own genre.
But why love SFII? It’s not like it has some endearing charm that allows a fighter to
place themselves in the shoes (or gi, in the case of the barefoot shotos) of a some
random warrior with ulterior motives for wanting a man dead. Well, it does have that
and has made a racket of money off that same premise for 20 years, but what really draws people to the game? It’s something we can’t articulate in the need to be
someone else working toward a goal that just so happens to involve martial arts and
winning. It’s something about taking a fighter through the ranks, learning the nuances
of an established property and becoming the best at what it is you do. Hadoken,
indeed.

5:
17:
feature

Arcade
versions
of Street
Fighter II

Different
places to
fight in the
SFII games
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8:

Characters
available
to play with
originally

2:

Boss
characters
to face

Female
world
warriors
in SF II
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Developer: Imagineering Inc. n Release: 1990

Boy and His Blob
is a gooey mess
NES platformer
should have
been recalled
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

I hate jellybeans, I really do.
Every experience I have ever had
with them has been bad. From
the taste of flavors that need not
exist (i.e. popcorn) to the consistency of the candy,
jellybeans
could cease
to be and I
wouldn’t
miss them.
So, it’s a
finite assumption
that a game
that uses them is
not high on my list. And when it
comes to A Boy and His Blob, a
difficult and not-fun NES property, that assumption would be

SCORE:
1 OUT
OF 5
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correct.
The story of A Boy and His
Blob is simple: An alien from the
planet of Blobonia comes to a boy
seeking assistance in liberating
his people. The Blob loves jellybeans and will transform into
different objects to help the boy,
depending on the type of jellybean he eats. You solve puzzles
using this technique and have
to work your way to the Blob’s
home planet to save the day. It’s
cliché but it makes for a slightly
compelling reason to do some
treasure hunting and exploration.
I don’t think that in the entire
time I played that I ever grew to
care about either the boy or his
blob friend. I didn’t really see the
point and as I grew increasingly
frustrated playing through, I
cared even less. Bad controls will
do that to you.
And bad controls are at work
here. Immediately, there are two
things wrong: The boy runs with
the worst animation ever, and the
blob has to constantly be called
back to your position after most

movements. The boy’s running
motion looks outright crazy, and
the fact that he slides like he’s
gunning for home in a bottomof-the-ninth inning play at the
plate makes even the simplest
platforming a chore to complete.
Imagine, if you will, attempting
to run and stop in an ice level
of any Mario game. Instead of
Mario stopping a half-second
after you tell him to, he slides
continuously and stops about
four or five seconds later. That’s
what running with the boy feels
and plays like. Controlling the
Blob isn’t much better. As soon as
any action is completed using the
jellybeans, you must whistle to
get the Blob to reshape itself. This
slows the action down to a crawl,
especially if you’re attempting
to make quick decisions to solve
puzzles.
But, it gets worse: Using the
jellybean-transforming technique
is obnoxious at best. The decision to make using the candy
an exercise in trial and error is a
bad one. Why do I need to write

Photos by Lyndsey Hicks Mosley / Gaming Insurrection

down what each flavor does?
My memory is so bad that, after
using a particular flavor once
and moving a screen over, I had
forgotten what it causes the Blob
to do and I would have to jot
it down just to advance. Even
more annoying is the fact that, to
select the appropriate jellybean,
you have to cycle through the
available options with the select
button. Nearly every time I went
to choose a flavor, I mistakenly
paused the game. Since choosing
jellybeans is a major mechanic, it
grew old pretty quickly to pause
accidentally. I think it’s fairly safe
to say that children of the ’80s
with short attention spans probably didn’t do well in A Boy and
His Blob.

And while we’re forgetting
what one of the main mechanics
does in the game, I can safely put
out there the fact that the music
and graphics are just as unremarkable. Nothing about them
sticks out, and there’s no draw
for me to come back to frustration
in the slightest. The game basically looks like an early PC port
gone wrong, which if you think
about it, it probably is.
My curiosity was piqued by the
game eons ago through reading
about it a million times in the
1990 Winning Tips for the Nintendo. Playing through the first
10 minutes of this tripe intensifies
my dislike of jellybeans to a new
level and really makes me wish
that I never learned to read.
retrograde
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Developer: Seta USA Inc. n Release: 1992

Musya not worthy of samurai’s honor
By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

I’m reviewing another samurai
game, keeping in tune with my
previous review of “Onimusha.” While I gave Onimusha a
score of 4 and its well-deserved
praise, the subject of this review
has given me and editor in chief
Lyndsey Mosley unnecessary
stress and highlights again
what we all
do at GI
and other
respected
gaming
publications: Protect
the gaming
public and its hard-earned cash
from greedy game companies
and the second-rate trash they
produce. In fact, I will go on

SCORE:
1 OUT
OF 5

retrograde

record by stating that this reviewed game not only deserves
my rage, but also that the publisher is not longer in business.
It’s so bad that I will happily
dance on its grave. What is the
name of this foul unholy beast
to gaming? This scourge of evil
goes by the name of “Musya:
The Classic Japanese Tale of
Horror.” Protect your Super
NES.
Released in 1992 by SETA
USA Inc., Musya was a good
idea, combining an action game
with Japanese horror elements.
In Musya, players take the role
of Imoto, a samurai spear man
who is the sole survivor of a
brutal feudal battle that leads
him to Tengumura Village.
While recovering there, Imoto is
told by the village mayor Akugi
that the maiden Shizuka was
abducted by demons. Imoto is

“I found that this game
was so destructive that
other gamers actually
did try to file a lawsuit
against SETA but the
cases never made it to
court.”
now tasked to bring her back
unharmed. Armed with his
spear, Imoto sets out to destroy
the demons and bring Shizuka
back. Imoto is armed with his
spear to carry and do up and
downward attacks in addition to
striking enemies while jumping.
He has also three special attacks
ranging from temporary invincibility and full health recovery
to destruction of all enemies on
screen. Also, when a level boss
is defeated, you can access up

to four elemental spells ranging
from Thunder to Flame.
While the story is OK and the
background is cool, the controls
did a grave injustice to the main
character, who I would without hesitation allow to commit
seppuku. The first stage alone
was a slaughter house with very
few power-ups. Add to that the
fact that the controls are torturous and that Lyndsey and I
took turns attempting to figure
this game out, and it’s enough
to launch every NSFW phase
at this game. Also part of the
problem is the lack of powerups throughout the game. When
you can’t get through the first
level of the game because of the
difficulty and no power-ups
to help, there’s a problem. The
game is terrible and is a stain on
the excellent sophomore system
from Nintendo. I rejoiced when

we found out that SETA’s Japan
HQ and USA office closed out
in 2009. I know some may think
that is cruel in seeing a company and its employees out of
work, but GI and other gaming
publications have a solemn duty
to gamers worldwide to save
them money regardless of the
cost.
Musya certainly did live up to
its name: A classic horror tale of
a awful game. As I conducted
further research, I found that
this game was so destructive
that other gamers actually did
try to file a lawsuit against
SETA but the cases never made
it to court.
Gamers, please take extreme
caution if anyone sells you this
game at a bargain bin price. Run
away, PLEASE. RUN. AWAY.
Your sanity, wallet and Super
NES will thank you.
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Developer: ICOM Simulations n Release: 1992

Road Runner dashes potential dreams
Wile E. Coyote should let this
wasted chance go
By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley
Gaming Insurrection

These days, I am a self-professed longtime fan of Looney
Tunes cartoons. The tales of Wile
E. Coyote’s insatiable hunger for
the female Road Runner were
always on in my house at 7:30
in the evening, generally
right as dinner was being
served. So, you can imagine
my joy when I discovered
the Super Nintendo version
of a game that featured the
classic chase as the crux of its
mechanics. However, that joy
was short-lived because Road
Runner’s Death Valley Rally has
a few problems that keep it from
classic status.
26

It’s not the premise of the
game that’s a problem. Death
Valley Rally takes the CoyoteRoad Runner chase and makes
it playable from the bird’s point
of view. Basically, you dodge the
Coyote’s sometimesbrilliant traps,
find flags
that serve as
checkpoints
and sprint
around the
stage until
you find the
end, at which
point the Coyote’s
trap backfires on him and probably sends him to his doom.
The whole idea of playing out
scenarios from the cartoons is

SCORE:
2 OUT
OF 5

actually cool. It’s nice to be the
Road Runner and determine
your fate against the genius
that you watched and learned
diabolical planning from as a
child. OK, maybe that was just
me, but the fact that you’re able
to trot around a stage as the
bird is a good thing. However,
I wish there were an option to
play as the Coyote as well. How
cool would it have been to set
up traps to attempt to catch the
bird? My initial premise would
have involved saving money,
buying and selecting blueprints
to use to catch the Road Runner, mimicking the Coyote’s
numerous attempts that generally ended in failure but actually
succeeded just once. The game
is lacking in that respect and really doesn’t feature any options.
You’re thrown into the chase as
soon as you press Start, with
no options to set up the game.

That hurts the overall experience
greatly.
While you’re running around
the game unencumbered, appreciate the surroundings.
The graphics are beautifully
reminiscent of the show and the
sound tries to keep up, though it
doesn’t quite measure up. After
a while the same tunes ad nausea will get old. There isn’t much
to recommend on the soundtrack
other than the opening Looney
Tunes riff, and to really care
about that, you’d have to be a
serious fan of the show. And,
while, the bird controls OK,
there is a little bit of a problem
with the way she sprints and
jumps. I get that the Road Runner is fast. But did you know
she’s fast? Because if you didn’t
know, you’ll know after this.
Her speed, however, is a liability sometimes when you’re
attempting to make a leap into

the unknown, which is an even
greater issue. Jumping off ledges
with no guide to what’s below
a lot of the time is a bad design
idea. Making the bird run too
fast with no guide to what’s
below is an even worse design
idea and nearly makes the game
unplayable. It’s obnoxious to
discover through trial and error
where exactly you can go and
can’t go in a game that’s already
lacking the amenities that it
needs to be good.
I’m not saying Death Valley
Rally is a terrible game. No,
that’s reserved for the likes of
NARC or Ice Climbers. But I
can’t really get behind an obviously lacking effort that could
have been superb with the right
execution and a few more concepts fleshed out. Considerus
maximus if you want to deal
with the frustration of Wile firsthand.
retrograde

Batman
Warner Bros., 1989
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Batman’s exploits begin in
excellent 1989 adventure
When the Tim Burton-directed Caped
Crusader’s vehicle hit the silver screen,
comic book movies were in their infancy.
Sure, there was the Dolph Lundgren version of The Punisher and numerous Superman movies featuring the irreplaceable
Christopher Reeve. But there was no big
screen adaptation of arguably the nextmost important DC hero: Batman. Enter
the 1989 feature with big-name stars.
Nicholson. Keaton. Basinger. Those three
names were omnipresent then and now.
Jack Nicholson stole the show outright
as the Joker from Michael Keaton’s lead.
Once Nicholson makes his grand entrance
as Jack Napier/the Joker, you can’t go
back. Being fans of the Joker (and Nicholson as well; we affectionately refer to him
as “Uncle Jack” because of a shared family
name), GI wholly encourages taking this
version of the clown prince of crime as
an altogether awesome spin on the malevolent DC supervillain. Earlier and later
takes on the Joker, such as the late Heath
Ledger in the Dark Knight, were well
done, but Nicholson holds a special place
in our hearts as the first movie version of

HOW WE GRADE

We score the properties in three categories: Casting
(or voice acting in cases of animated), plot and simi
larities to its source material. Each category receives
points out of the maximum of 10 per category and
30 overall. The percentage is the final score.

the character.
Keaton, despite a well-reported reluctance for his casting as Bruce Wayne/
Batman, nails the part of the tortured
playboy-turned-crime fighter. And though
the comparisons to Christian Bale have
been brought up, Keaton like Nicholson is
special because he brought Batman to life
with a thorough look at the inner soul of
the man dedicated to avenging crime in
Gotham City.
Kim Basinger rounds out the trio of
leads and does an admirable job as Vicki
Vale. It’s not often that someone can chew
scenery with a man dressed as bat and
another man sporting green hair, a menacing grin and face paint. Though we

9.3

See BATMAN, PAGE 29

lternate universes. As a comic
book aficionado, you can’t live
with them or live without them.
Any ink fan knows his or her’s
alternate history of events for their characters, places or eras. And if you don’t,
there’s no way that you can’t find out by
doing a little reading.
What is fascinating about alternate
universes is really what I want to know.
I suppose it’s that characters can exist
in two places with differences but basically be the same
person. The reality of alternate
universes is that
there is always a
prime ― a main
person, place
or thing ― and
the alternates
Lyndsey Hicks
are always some
Mosley
variation of the
STRIP TALK
main.
Take, for
example, Marvel’s Earth designations.
The comic book main Earth, designated
616, is the prime. Different realities are
given to the multiple X-Men arcs such as
Age of Apocalypse, Days of Future Past
and Marvel Zombies, or to the different movies and the Ultimate versions of
characters. This retains the ability to tell
a different story about the same characters and it not interfere with established
canon.
The same concept applies to DC’s Crisis
on Infinite Earth’s arc, which established
that there were different Earths, cleaned
up plotlines and eliminated some characters in the 1980s. Now, DC doesn’t go
nearly as far Marvel does with the multiple Earth designations and what-ifs, but
the saga did explain characters’ origins
and cleared up quite a few questions
about where and how some characters
died or came back.
The best version of an alternate universe is the aforementioned Marvel
Ultimates series. Ultimate versions of
characters in the Marvel universe can be
radically different or have only one thing
See ALTERNATE, PAGE 29
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Political appeal comes through
in second volume of Eagle
Welcome back to “Otaku Corner,” where GI
showcases the best in Japanese comic art and
animation. I am happy to announce that GI
editor-in-chief Lyndsey Hicks Mosley will debut
the Anime Lounge where she will review various
anime that new and veteran fans will enjoy.
In a previous issue, I reviewed a manga that foretold the election of the first black president of the
United States, Barack Obama. Now, in the spirit of
the 2012 presidential election, I’m reviewing the
second volume of that manga that not only showcases the main character as a unique underdog,
but also shows what can result when Japanese
comic art collides with American politics. This is
“Eagle: The Making of an Asian-American President.”
In “Eagle Volume 2: Scandal,” by Kaiji Kawaguchi and published by Viz Media, the road to the
White House continues as Kenneth Yamaoka, a
third-generation JapaneseAmerican senator from New
York, vies for
the Democratic
nomination in
the 2000 U.S.
presidential
race before the
New Hampshire primary.
Brandon Beatty
Joining KenOTAKU CORNER
neth for the
whirlwind ride
is the second main character, Takashi Jo, a Japanese reporter assigned to cover Yamaoka’s campaign. Jo early on learns that Yamaoka is his longlost father as a result of an affair that Yamaoka had
in Okinawa before heading into the Vietnam War.
Upon arriving in Boston, Takashi is introduced to
Yamaoka’s family where Takashi learns that his
long-lost dad not only has strong financial backing, but also he has a kindred spirit in his adopted
sister, Rachel, who is the press secretary for the
campaign, and a younger brother, Alex, who is
testing Takashi’s patience and skills as a journalist
while trying to prove to his father that he can take
the pressure of the political campaign. Meanwhile,
as the campaign moves into Manchester, N.H.,

Yamaoka plots and succeeds in not only luring the
Republican Party’s top strategist, but also derails a
top Democratic rival’s campaign with proof of an
affair.
“Eagle” has not missed a step ever since I started
reading, thanks to a strong and fresh plot and
characters. Kawaguchi retains his golden touch of
combing fictional writing with real-world politics
while presenting the possible future of a American
minority who could hold the position of “leader of
the free world.”
As a political wonk, “Eagle” appealed to me,
showing that comics in general can have sway in
readers’ opinions on certain world events. Credit
goes to Carl Gustav Horn and Yuji Oniki for an
excellent mix of adaption and translation of this
political manga that has a deserving spot in my
manga collection, but guarantees that otaku will
want to grab this series and never let go.
Brandon Beatty can be reached by email at
gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com

Hi, I’m new to anime

I

t wasn’t that long ago that I was a newbie to the world
of anime and manga, or so it seems. I was in high school
when Dragon Ball Z began airing on Cartoon Network’s
Toonami block. The saga of Vegeta, Goku and the gang
resonated with me and the folks that I hung out with at the
time, so we all watched it faithfully. While my friends were
mostly into DBZ, I was discovering other shows such as
Sailor Moon. Say what you will about the show, but I could
relate better to the relationship of Serena and Darrien more
than anything else.
By the time I graduated from high school, Pokemon had
hit the airwaves in America. Not knowing that this was considered anime, I was all over it in the form of the Gameboy’s
Red and Blue versions. There was something about the RPG
aspect of it that helped force me to nearly catch them all.
But the real explosion in otakuism didn’t hit until college. It
was then that I discovered and fell in love with a variety of
shows off the beaten path.
Thanks again to Toonami, I got
heavily into Inuyasha and Yu Yu
Hakasho. Saturday nights were my
immersion and escape into the other side of the world, or so I thought.
A little Iron Chef, some anime and
Chinese food to pig out on? I lived
for the weekend and the Toonami
Rising Sun block. At the time, I did
watch a little Tenchi Muyo and
Ronin Warriors, but not much.
Once I graduated and got out on
with Lyndsey
my own, my anime tastes were
Hicks Mosley
refined. Toonami changed the
lineup and new shows were in place. In came a new crop
that sent my anime awareness soaring. In 2003 and 2004, I
jumped into Cowboy Bebop, Big O, Trigun, Outlaw Star and
His and Her Circumstances. Along for the ride was Witch
Hunter Robin and FLCL. I got a feel for the unknown and
tried new things, such as Read or Die and Ninja Scroll. I
even watched a little Ruroni Kenshin. Sure, these are mostly
mainstream titles ― His and Her Circumstances excluded ―
but they were my way of staying sane and escaping into my
own world of awesome characters. As I delved into anime, I
was drawn to manga, as well. I decided to start two titles ―
Rurouni Kenshin and Love Hina ― as a test to see if I could
adapt to the printed form. I found that while I do love reading, taking in manga took some getting used to.
After my marriage, my ardor for anime suddenly cooled.
I’m not sure why other than the fact that I suddenly had
less time to watch TV. It was some years before I found the
ability to devote time to watch TV again, and with the end
of my marriage, I’m finding myself back where I started in
terms of time to watch.
So, what do I watch these days? Well, through
recommendations or having picked up brief snippets earlier,
I’m watching or have completed several shows: Samurai
See ANIME LOUNGE, PAGE 30
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Multiple
universes
prevalent in
DC, Marvel

Lyndsey Hicks Mosley

ALTERNATE, from PAGE 27

change in their past that completely makes them a different
character. For instance, one of
the most well-known changes
between Ultimate and regular
versions of a character is Col.
Nick Fury. The Ultimate version
of Fury is black but the regular
version is white. That’s how you
can have a movie that has David
Hasselhoff playing Fury and
another with Samuel L. Jackson
playing the character.
Another well-known example
is the fact that Ultimate Colossus is gay, while the regular version is not. Both versions were
once upon a time involved with
Kitty Pryde, but Ultimate Colossus later announces his sexual
orientation to the X-Men family.
Alternate universes can be a
cheap trick to lengthen out a
nonsensical story. However,
they can also be a great way to
tell the other side of a tale. Don’t
write off the better-told attempts
because they may just be hiding
something new and bold.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is editor-inchief of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached at editor@gaminginsurrection.com

Batman set the standard for comic book film franchises
BATMAN, from PAGE 27

disliked the naivete of the character in the beginning, Basinger
does a good job of leading you to
believe in her gradual falling for
Wayne as the story progresses.
It also doesn’t hurt that the
chemistry between Basinger and
Keaton is immediately palpable
the strip

in their first scene together.
While Batman succeeds mostly
because of the acting chops of
its leading trio and surrounding cast, we would be remiss in
not giving praise to the costume
and set design. The background
scenery and look of the movie is
what really shines.
With the introduction sequence

featuring Danny Elfman’s iconic
score (later improvised upon
in the equally iconic Batman
the Animated Series) and Batman logo, you’re pulled into
the world of Gotham from the
beginning. It’s gritty and can
be darkly humorous, much like
Burton, but you know it’s right.
Batman feels appropriately like

Batman and the film is a template from which all comic book
films could learn a lesson about
quality showmanship.
Batman is, quite frankly, one
of the best comic book films ever
made. GI fell in love with the
movie 23 years ago as it played
in theaters and made its way
home to VCRs. It’s stood the test

time for film ― far better than
its later sequels ― and stands
admirably next to any of the
modern-day reboots.

Plot: 9.5/10
Like the comics?: 9.5/10
Casting: 9/10
Total: 28/30 or 9.3
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MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT
Name: Victor von Doom
Affiliation: Parliament of Doom, Dark Cabal, Knights of the Atomic
Table, Fantastic 4, Masters of Evil, Future Foundation
Special abilities: Genius-level intellect, with specialty in scientific
and technological matters, superhuman strength (while wearing the
Doom armor), diplomatic immunity as head of a foreign sovereign state,
and mastery of mysticism and magic enough to hold his own against a
Sorcerer Supreme.
Background: Doctor Doom began his life in the nation of Latveria,
which he now rules over as dictator. His mother was killed in a botched
agreement with Mephisto, and his father was killed after they fled the
area after a noblewoman died in Victor’s care. Doom’s genius allowed
him to attend any school of his choice in the world, and he was offered
a scholarship to State University in New York. It was here that he met
his eternal rival and former best friend, Reed Richards (later Mr. Fantastic
of the Fantastic Four), and Ben Grimm (later the Thing of the Fantastic
Four).
While enrolled in school, Doom began working on a device that would al
low him to retrieve his mother’s soul from Mephisto’s realm. However, he
miscalculated during its construction, which Richards attempted to warn
him about. The device exploded, scarring Doom’s face horribly. After
the accident, he was expelled for unauthorized experiments and left the
country to travel the world.
Doom made it to a Tibetan village, where he mobilized the monks living
there to create a suit of armor. The magically forged suit allowed Doom
to conquer his native country and overthrow the leadership. With his
base of operations set, Doom set about improving the country and
eventually taking over the world.

Because he blames Reed Richards for his life-changing accident, Doom
has clashed with him and the Fantastic Four numerous times in his quest
to rule the world. He has also fought the Silver Surfer, teamed up with
Loki of Thor’s home world of Asgard, teamed up with Marvel heroes to
stop the entity known as Onslaught, and even participated in a secret
war on another planet where he obtained a small portion of the Beyon
der’s cosmic powers.
Relationships: Fantastic Four, rivals; Wanda Maximoff
(Scarlet Witch), wife in alternate reality; Morgana le Fay,
lover; Valeria, lover; Doombots, self-created clones
First Versus game appearance: Marvel Super Heroes
Appearances in other media: Fantastic 4 (film), Fantastic
4: Rise of the Silver Surfer (film), Marvel vs. Capcom 2 (multi
platform), Marvel vs. Capcom 3 (multiplatform), Ultimate Marvel
vs. Capcom 3 (multiplatform), The Marvel Super Heroes (1966,
animated), The Fantastic Four (1994-96 animated), The Incred
ible Hulk (1996-97, animated), Spider-Man (1994-98, animated),
Fantastic Four: World’s Greatest Heroes (animated), The Super
Hero Squad Show (animated), Iron Man: Armored Adventures
(animated), The Avengers: Earth’s Mightiest Heroes (animated),
Ultimate Spider-Man (animated), Spider-Man and Captain America
in Doctor Doom’s Revenge (PC), Spider-Man (arcade), Marvel Super
Heroes: War of the Gems (SNES), Fantastic 4 (multiplatform), Marvel
Ultimate Alliance (multiplatform), Marvel Nemesis: Rise of the Imperfects
(multiplatform), Fantastic 4: Rise of the Silver Surfer (multiplatform), Mar
vel Super Hero Squad: The Infinity Gauntlet (multiplatform), Marvel Super
Hero Squad Online (multiplatform), Marvel Super Hero Squad: Comic
Combat (multiplatform), Marvel: Avengers Alliance (Facebook game)

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — DOOM QUOTES EDITION
If you are still breathing, then Doom was
merciful! — Marvel vs. Capcom 3

Failure is beneath Doom! —
Marvel vs. Capcom 3
To face Doom is to face one’s end! —
MvC3 intro
Now you face Doom! —
Marvel Super Heroes
You are beneath me, and it
shows! — Marvel vs. Capcom 3
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ANIME LOUNGE, from PAGE 27

Shamploo, Soul Eater, Death Note, Bleach, Afro Samurai, Naruto and Ouran High School Host Club. Again,
these are mostly mainstream titles but take it from
me, it’s better than nothing. The advent of video on
demand is perfect for folks like myself. There’s nothing better than coming home from work, fixing a snack
and watching a block of my favorite shows at my own
pace. I’m thanking my lucky anime stars for Hulu Plus
right about now.
So, here I am: The purpose of the Anime Lounge is to
supplement Otaku Corner, which is written by one of
our resident anime and manga connoisseurs, Brandon
Beatty. I hope to discuss some of my favorite anime,
give my insight into the plot ― which may be different than the manga that Brandon may be chronicling
of the same name ― and tell you if it’s a show to give
your time to or stay away from. I hope you will join
me as I start out on my journey to delve deeper into
one of my favorite pasttimes: Watching the animated
best of the best from Japan.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is editor-in-chief of Gaming Insurrection
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The Dreamcast is unveiled
as the show moves to L.A.

Nintendo
shows
N64 and
Super
Mario 64

Nintendo GameCube,
Xbox featured with games

GI looks back at important announcements in the
history of the Electronic Entertainment Expo

Games
shown for
first time
Resident Evil
Tekken 2
Nights Into Dreams
Tomb Raider
Unreal Engine
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SNK announces the
Neo-Geo CD

Virtual Boy unveiled

Last appearance of Sega
as a console maker.

Naughty
Dog shows
off Crash
Bandicoot

Early
version
of Xbox,
Halo
shown

Games shown
for first time
Half-Life, Unreal, Daikatana, Prey, Quake
II, Metal Gear Solid,
Panzer Dragoon Saga

PlayStation
2 unveiled

The final version
of The Legend of
Zelda: Ocarina of
Time is shown.

Rumors
of Game
Boy
Advance
begin

Half-Life is shown
again and Duke
Nukem Forever
makes its first
appearance.

Sony PlayStation
One showed off
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
The Pokémon Red & Blue Knowledge Center is
part of the Retro Game Corner focus on the first
151 Pokémon that Game Freak created for its
billion-dollar franchise.
GI will take a look at the each Pokémon and
offer suggestions about movesets, what teams
to put together and usefulness. If a particular
Pokémon has made it onto our all-star, Final Four
conquering team, we’ll show you that, too. Look
for the Editor’s Choice sticker on our selections
for best bets. Please remember: This section
only highlights the Red & Blue era of moves.
This quarter:
No. 019 — Rattata
No. 020 — Raticate
No. 021 — Spearow
No. 022 — Fearow
Special thanks to Bulbapedia for
the officialPokémon Red & Blue
artwork.

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE

Moves to keep
Hyper Fang
Super Fang
Moves to teach (via
HM or TM)
Blizzard (TM 14)
Hyper Beam (TM 15)
Moves to delete
Tackle
Tail Whip
Quick Attack (once Hyper
Fang is learned)
Focus Energy
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evolves at level 20

No. 19 —Rattata

LEVEL

ATTACK

No. 20 —Raticate

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

Tackle

Normal

Start

Tackle

Normal

Start

Start

Tail Whip

Normal

Start

Tail Whip

Normal

Normal

Start

Quick Attack

Normal

7

Quick Attack

14

Hyper Fang

Normal

14

Hyper Fang

Normal

23

Focus Energy

Normal

27

Focus Energy

Normal

34

Super Fang

Normal

41

Super Fang

Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
RATTATA

Rattata is your average
Normal Pokémon. There is
nothing really remarkable
about it unless you need
an anchor on your team to
combat Ghosts, one of the
most powerful classes in
the game. While Rattata has
basic moves to start with, it

can learn Hyper Fang and
Super Fang, if you’re willing
to wait. These two moves are
crucial in the evolutionary
chain development. Hyper
Fang does OK damage and
has a 10 percent chance of
making a foe flinch (not perform a move), while Super
Fang does damage equivalent to half of the foe’s current HP.
Hyper Fang also will hit

Ghosts even though the type
is immune to damage from
Normal-type moves. This is a
solid reason to keep up training of Rattata.

RATICATE

Much like Rattata, Raticate is a decent-if-ordinary
Normal-type Pokémon. It
doesn’t have anything remarkable to set it out from
others, though its Special At-

tack can be high. Raticate has
been known to take down
similarly leveled Pokémon
with Super Fang easily, so
keeping a high-level version in your arsenal to make
quick work of a team is a
good tactic.
Make sure that you let it
learn Hyper Fang and Super
Fang as Rattata before evolving to Raticate if you don’t
catch a Raticate outright.

retro game corner

RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

evolves at level 20
No. 21 —Spearow
WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE

Moves to keep
Peck (until Drill Peck is
learned)
Fury Attack
Drill Peck
Moves to teach (via
TMs and HMs)
Fly (HM 02)
Sky Attack (TM 43)
Moves to delete
Growl
Leer
Agility

retro game corner

LEVEL

ATTACK

No. 22 —Fearow

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

Start

Peck

Flying

Start

Peck

Flying

Start

Growl

Normal

Start

Growl

Normal

9

Leer

Normal

Start

Leer

Normal

15

Fury Attack

Normal

15

Fury Attack

Normal

22

Mirror Move

Flying

25

Mirror Move

Flying

29

Drill Peck

Flying

34

Drill Peck

Flying

36

Agility

Psychic

43

Agility

Psychic

EDITOR’S NOTES:
SPEAROW

Spearow is a common Flyingtype Pokémon that’s relatively
easy to catch and train. It, like
the Pidgey evolutionary chain,
has an assortment of Flyingtype moves from which to
choose. It’s easy to develop

Spearow into a Flying powerhouse if Pidgey or another
bird isn’t your choice. Spearow
evolves at level 20, so let it
learn Drill Peck before it makes
the leap to Fearow.
Our tip is to get that last move
out of Spearow before moving
to Fearow so that it can have a
bounty of feared Flying moves
to devastate the competition.

FEAROW

As previously mentioned
with Spearow, Fearow is a fine
choice if you’re looking for a
little something other than the
Pidgeot evolutionary chain. It
is capable, like its evolutionary
predecessor, of learning HM 02,
Fly. Use that to your advantage:
Let Spearow learn everything it
needs to know from its move-

set, evolve to Fearow and teach
it Fly.
This way, you can have a
quickly powerful bird Pokémon
as early as level 29. Like most
evolutionary chains in Red &
Blue, it learns moves quicker as
the first in a chain than if you
evolve it and wait for it to learn
moves.
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By Lyndsey Hicks Mosley

Don’t forget to download
our DDR glossary of terms!

Artist: Naoki
BPM: 150
Light: 4
Standard: 5
Heavy: 6
Challenge: 7
Choice difficulty: Challenge
Brilliant 2U is another introductory
song in that the Challenge steps are
meant to serve as break-ins for players looking to get into the 7-footer
category. Once you’ve made it this
far, you can handle what the Challenge steps throw at you: Triplet runs
mixed in with jumps and 1/4th and
1/8th note spreads. The spreads are
probably the most problematic in the
entire song, and it’s where the usage
of a speed mod comes into play. With
the speed mod in place, the arrows are
more spaced out, giving you ample to
time to sight read and get a bead on
the section’s configuration. The steps
mostly follow the song, especially in
the breakdown. During the break, there
are 1/16th notes (yellow) that follow
the song perfectly, so I advise that if
you’re going to learn how they work,
learn the song by listening to it as often as you can. The only other troublesome part of the steps comes directly
after the break. Instead of 1/4th and
1/8th single notes, the pattern changes
to incorporate jumps. These will make
themselves known by draining your
stamina quickly if you’re not prepared.
Suggested speed mod: x2
First appearance: 2nd mix
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Artist: 2MB
BPM: 182
Light: 7
Standard: 8
Heavy: 8
Choice difficulty: Light

Artist: SySF. featuring Anna
BPM: 140
Light: 3
Standard: 5
Heavy: 7
Choice difficulty: Light

La Senorita Virtual is a step up from
the original version in every way.
Immediately, the change in difficulty
from the original steps is what sets
this song apart from everything else.
Even on Light, the steps require a great
deal of stamina. The steps aren’t hard,
and incorporate basic movements and
concepts such as gallops and triplets.
The difficulty in keeping stamina comes
from the already high speed combined
with the placement of the triplets and
gallops. Intersperse a few jumps here
and there, and it’s a recipe to make
even the most experienced dancer
gasp for air if they aren’t prepared. The
Light step chart is an excellent introduction to the mechanics required of
most 7-footer Standard level songs.

Look to the Sky, a personal favorite
from my beginner DDR days, is considered an introductory song on all
difficulty levels. Based on how well you
can pass the beginning steps, you’re
just about ready for anything that the
Light steps of most songs can throw at
you. It’s a 3-footer but it’s an excellent
way to judge your level of play because
of the variety of concepts introduced.
It teaches non-reliance on the middle
position and moving both feet around
the dance pad. There are a few jump
combinations along the way, but there
are no triplets. This makes it easy to
learn patterns and keep the beat for
beginners.

Suggested speed modifier: none
First appearance: 3rd mix

Suggested speed mod: none
First appearance: 6th mix

UPCOMING SONGS

Paranoia
Sweet Sweet <3 Magic
Orion .78 (Civilization Mix)
retro game corner

Stay away from drugs and NARC
I

f there were ever a game that would
turn kids to drugs, it’s NARC.
It wasn’t too long after Brandon
Beatty’s debut with Gaming Insurrection that I had the unfortunate job
of playing Midway’s trashy attempt to
keep up with Final Fight. My usual job
with GI encompasses everything except
for assigning reviews. This is important
because I give the writers freedom and
leave that particular task up to them to
talk about whatever they choose. I also
don’t assign scores, leaving that to them
as well, though NARC and its brethren make a strong case for an editorial
change. At the time, Brandon chose this
atrocity, which meant that I had to capture art and video for him. I didn’t realize
exactly what I was getting into.
Literally, everything is wrong with
NARC. From the terrible controls to
the awful repetitive music, NARC does
everything it can to turn away potential
customers. Let’s start with the fact that
the lead characters look absolutely ridiculous. Their attire begs the question:
If they’re police officers on some of the
dirtiest, crime-plagued streets known to
man, why are they running around in the
least amount of gear possible? You know
the game isn’t going to go well when the
fashion statement made by the protagonists screams lazy character design.
Moving around is harder than necessary. It feels like there’s molasses in my
cop’s boots when I’m trying to do anything remotely involving human movement. I realize this is set in the ’80s, but
this is borderline ridiculous. It’s a chore to
shoot, to move, to drive the Lamborghini
you somehow commandeer from the department and to arrest people, something
that is pushed on you to do more so than
kill.
Moving on to the action in the streets,
you have random enemies strolling up to
you with a supposedly evil intent in their
eyes. I say supposedly because with the
lackluster generic graphics, you can’t tell
the difference between types of enemies
or what they’re supposed to be doing to
you. For instance, in the wild world of
NARC, I wasn’t sure if the pseudo-man
using a steady gait toward my cop was
going to sell me drugs, shoot me or flash
me his junk. It could have been a number
of different actions but I figured that it
had to be one of the three. So, it turns out
retro game corner

that as I’m attempting to use the arrest
mechanic — which works maybe one out
of 10 times that I tried to use it — I was
stabbed. Just another day on the police
force, I guess.
As I made my way through the level,
I’m beset by animals in the form of Rottweilers, I think. Again, I think they were
dogs attacking because they made a noise
similar to barking and whining. As the
mangy mutts are trying to gnaw my limbs
off, I start shooting. A rocket launcher. At
point-blank range. Now, any other game
would have me take massive damage or
die and kill the dogs at the same time. No,
not NARC. Instead, I would up shooting
myself, the dogs and the other 20 sprites
that came on screen at the same time
because obviously the puppies weren’t
enough to ensure destruction. So, in the
end, everyone died. As an animal-lover,
you couldn’t imagine the venom that
was ready to spew forth when I blew

with Lyndsey
Hicks Mosley
up animals. I get that they’re cartoonish
representations, but seriously, why make
me do that? It’s like they wanted to anger
every population subset that might be
playing the game in multiple ways.
You’d think the misery stopped at this
point. But it didn’t. It kept going in the
form of the final boss. In the nearly 25
years that I’ve played video games, I have
never been more angry or frustrated with
a boss fight than this one. The absurdity of shooting a man in a wheelchair,
the man turning into a giant version of

himself and then finally morphing into
a giant skeleton thing is stupid in and of
itself. Throw in the fact that the only way
to kill the giant skeleton thing is to shoot
a specific point in its neck that hackneyed
collision detection may or may not pick
up, and you have the worst game ever
made.
At this point, I lost track of how many
times I cursed the name of our editor-atlarge. I think I might have left an angry
voicemail or 10 after throwing my controller across my kitchen at the time.
I have since said, and instituted a policy,
that if a game is horrible enough, I will
not record a video for it. Brandon’s first
choice to review for GI three years ago is
the reason why. You can thank me later
for sparing you further pain of witnessing
rage derived from atrocious games.
Lyndsey Hicks Mosley is editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached by email
at editor@gaminginsurrection.com
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online this quarter

2012 Silver
Horse Awards

GI honors
game that
have made an
impact

THE WEST COAST SHOW
Find out what the “Big 3” showed in their news conferences during the biggest video game show in the
world.

VIDEO
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ARCHIVES

Vampire: Darkstalkers
Collection

Road Runner’s Death
Valley Rally

Musya

Virtua Fighter 4
online this quarter

